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[1] The realism of ray-based spectral parameterization of convective gravity wave drag,
which considers the updated moving speed of the convective source and multiple wave
propagation directions, is tested against the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) onboard
the Aqua satellite. Offline parameterization calculations are performed using the global
reanalysis data for January and July 2005, and gravity wave temperature variances
(GWTVs) are calculated at z = 2.5 hPa (unfiltered GWTV). AIRS-filtered GWTV, which is
directly compared with AIRS, is calculated by applying the AIRS visibility function to the
unfiltered GWTV. A comparison between the parameterization calculations and AIRS
observations shows that the spatial distribution of the AIRS-filtered GWTV agrees well
with that of the AIRS GWTV. However, the magnitude of the AIRS-filtered GWTV is
smaller than that of the AIRS GWTV. When an additional cloud top gravity wave
momentum flux spectrum with longer horizontal wavelength components that were
obtained from the mesoscale simulations is included in the parameterization, both the
magnitude and spatial distribution of the AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterization
are in good agreement with those of the AIRS GWTVs. The AIRS GWTV can be
reproduced reasonably well by the parameterization not only with multiple wave
propagation directions but also with two wave propagation directions of 45
(northeast-southwest) and 135 (northwest-southeast), which are optimally chosen for
computational efficiency.
Citation: Choi, H.-J., H.-Y. Chun, J. Gong, and D. L. Wu (2012), Comparison of gravity wave temperature variances from
ray-based spectral parameterization of convective gravity wave drag with AIRS observations, J. Geophys. Res., 117, D05115,
doi:10.1029/2011JD016900.
1. Introduction
[2] Atmospheric gravity waves (GWs) have a crucial
effect on the large-scale circulation of the middle atmo-
sphere. The waves forced by tropospheric sources such as
mountains, convections, and jet front systems propagate
upward and then force the circulation through momentum
and energy transports to the large-scale flows when they
dissipate (see McLandress [1998] for a review of the
dynamics of the middle atmosphere and GWs). Although
some GWs may be resolved in general circulation models
(GCMs), the impacts of unresolved scale waves must be
treated via parameterization of the GW drag (GWD) in the
GCMs (see Kim et al. [2003] for a review of GWD
parameterizations).
[3] Among the aforementioned sources of GWs, convec-
tion is well known as a major nonstationary GW source that
generates GWs over a broad spectral range. To include the
effects of convective GWs in GCMs, the parameterizations
of convective GW drag (CGWD) have been developed and
improved continuously [Chun and Baik, 1998, 2002; Beres,
2004; Song and Chun, 2005, 2008; Kim and Chun, 2005;
Chun et al., 2008; Choi and Chun, 2011]. Although signif-
icant theoretical and technical advances have been achieved
in CGWD parameterizations, their realism in relation to
observations has not been fully explored. The para-
meterizations include some tunable free parameters (e.g.,
GW amplitude, wave propagation direction, convective
forcing scale), which need to be constrained by observations.
[4] Recent satellite observations can be used for a realism
test and can provide constraints of the CGWD para-
meterizations, as they produce synoptic-scale plots of GW
properties related to convection [e.g., Preusse et al., 2001;
Jiang et al., 2004b; Ratnam et al., 2004; Grimsdell et al.,
2010; Wright and Gille, 2011]. For example, Choi et al.
[2009] validated the realism of the CGWD parameterization
of Song and Chun [2008] and addressed the limitation asso-
ciated with a free parameter (i.e., wave propagation direction)
included in the parameterization through a comparison with
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the measurement results of an Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite (UARS) Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS). How-
ever, each satellite instrument can only observe a limited
portion of the full GW spectrum [Wu et al., 2006; Alexander
et al., 2010]; hence, the parameterizations need to be con-
strained by multiple observations.
[5] Among satellite GW observing instruments (limb,
sublimb, and nadir sounders), the nadir sounders (e.g.,
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), Advanced Micro-
wave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A), and Special Sensor
Microwave Imager Sounder (SSMIS)) are mostly sensitive
to GWs with a relatively high frequency and short horizontal
and long vertical wavelengths. In particular, AIRS has a high
horizontal resolution (13 km at the nadir), which makes it
more favorable for detecting small-scale GWs. Recently,
some studies have shown that strong stratospheric GW
activities have been observed by AIRS over deep convective
regions [Grimsdell et al., 2010; Hoffmann and Alexander,
2010; Gong et al., 2011]. AIRS measurements are believed
to provide observational constraints for the parameterized
convective GWs with high frequencies and short horizontal
wavelengths.
[6] In this study, we test the realism of the ray-based
CGWD parameterization of Song and Chun [2008] with the
GW momentum flux spectrum updated in the work of Choi
and Chun [2011] against the AIRS measurements reported
by Gong et al. [2011]. For the test, offline calculations of the
parameterization are performed by using the global reanal-
ysis data for January and July 2005, and the GW temperature
variance (GWTV) calculated from the parameterization is
compared with that observed from AIRS in the stratosphere.
The comparison reveals limitations of the CGWD parame-
terization, which are addressed on the basis of the findings
from the mesoscale simulations performed by Choi and
Chun [2011]. Although the parameterization in this study
considers multiple wave propagation directions to represent
more realistic GW effects, the parameterization with the
minimum number of the wave propagation directions, being
chosen for computational efficiency, is also tested for its
realism.
[7] The paper is organized as follows. The AIRS obser-
vations as well as the CGWD parameterization and its off-
line simulations are described in section 2. Comparisons
between the parameterization results from the offline simu-
lations and the AIRS observations are presented in section 3.
Issues associated with the wave propagation direction are
also discussed in section 3. A summary and discussions are
given in section 4.
2. Experimental Design
2.1. AIRS Observations
[8] AIRS, one of the six instruments onboard the Aqua
satellite, is an infrared nadir sounder. Its radiance fluctua-
tions are sensitive to temperature perturbations induced by
GWs with high frequency and short horizontal wavelength.
The instrument scans between 48.95 from the nadir in the
cross-track direction every 2.667 s and produces 90 foot-
prints on the ground in each scan. AIRS scan lines are
approximately along the west-east direction at most latitudes
because the satellite tracks are largely in the meridional
direction. The diameter of AIRS beam widths is about
13 km for all view angles, and the high horizontal resolution
makes AIRS favorably detect GWs with shorter horizontal
wavelengths compared to other satellite instruments (e.g.,
AUSU-A, MLS, CRISTA). AIRS provides 2378 radiance
channels in the wavelength ranges of 3.74–4.61 mm, 6.20–
8.22 mm, and 8.8–15.4 mm. In this study, we only use AIRS
GW temperature variances (GWTVs) at z = 2.5 hPa from
channel 75 (CO2 15 mm radiance emission band) for January
and July 2005, in which GW signals associated with deep
convections are clearly identified [see Gong et al., 2011,
Figures 5 and 6]. The observed GWTVs are averaged for
ascending and descending orbits because there are no sig-
nificant differences between the two. The AIRS GWTVs are
further averaged across view angles of  48.95, and the
mean values are used for comparisons with the CGWD
parameterization.
[9] Gong et al. [2011] applied a 7 point (i.e., 7 consecutive
data points) running smooth window to each scan to derive
the AIRS GW variance, and the smallest window (3 points)
was used to infer the instrument noise. Figure 1a shows the
GW visibility of AIRS observations as a function of cross-
track (lY) and vertical (lZ) wavelengths. The contours rep-
resent temperature amplitude (K) responded to a GW packet
with an amplitude of 1 K after applying the 7 point window.
Figure 1b shows the AIRS cross-track visibility, which is
identical to Gong et al. [2011, Figure 2]. The visibility
increases sharply when lY becomes larger than the AIRS
footprint size (13 km), and the peak occurs near lY =
100 km, which corresponds to the width of the 7 point run-
ning smoothing window. The valid range of AIRS visibility
appears to be 40 km < lY < 500 km. The AIRS visibility
along the vertical direction is computed from the normalized
convolution of the GW packet with the weighting function
for channel 75 (Figure 1c). The vertical visibility shows that
GWs with a lZ longer than the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the weighting function, which is about 12 km,
are detectable in AIRS. The visibility increases with the
increase of lZ. The same visibility function is applied to
GWTVs from our CGWD parameterization to facilitate
direct comparisons.
[10] Gong et al. [2011] inferred GW zonal propagation
direction by comparing GWTVs from east and west views
on the basis of the facts that the AIRS visibility is indepen-
dent of view angle and random sampling. AIRS observed
variance is a convolution of AIRS weighting function and
the real GW-induced perturbations. Therefore, AIRS east
(west) view would observe larger variance if the GW is
propagating westward (eastward) as the integration of GW
variances along west (east) view is largely smeared out [see
Gong et al., 2011, Figure 1]. In our study, we compare the
GWTVs and the preferred zonal GW propagation direction
between the parameterization and AIRS observations. The
difference in AIRS GWTVs between the west view (aver-
aged over 48.95 and 0) and east view (averaged over 0
and 48.95) is used to infer the prevailing GW direction.
This is slightly different from Gong et al. [2011] where the
outmost three angles are used in each west and east view,
although the major conclusions do not alter.
[11] It is noteworthy that Gong et al. [2011, section 4.3]
found a uniform belt of GW enhancement in the tropical
lower stratosphere, and they suggested that this enhance-
ment is induced by low-frequency inertial GWs with long
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horizontal and short vertical wavelengths (best fit occurs at
lY = 700 km, lZ = 5 km). Because the convective GWs
parameterized in the present study are the sub-grid-scale
internal GWs, we add “background” GWTVs that represent
inertial GWs to our parameterization results in order to
directly compare with the AIRS observations. This will be
discussed further in section 3.1.
2.2. CGWD Parameterization and Offline Simulation
[12] The CGWD parameterization used in this study is the
ray-based spectral parameterization of Song and Chun
[2008] with the GW momentum flux spectrum updated in
the work of Choi and Chun [2011]. Offline calculations of
the CGWD parameterization are performed by using deep
convective heating (DCH) and background flow taken from
the global reanalysis data sets for January and July 2005.
The calculation procedure for the CGWD parameterization
is composed of the following three parts.
[13] First, GW properties (e.g., wave numbers and fre-
quencies) and the GW momentum flux spectrum are calcu-
lated at a reference level (cloud top). The cloud top GW
momentum flux spectrum is analytically formulated as a
function of phase speed (c) and wave propagation direction
(8) [Song and Chun, 2005] for a given diabatic forcing and
basic state wind and stability in a three-layer atmosphere
condition. The diabatic forcing is specified as a Gaussian-
type structure in the horizontal direction and time. The spa-
tial and temporal scales (dh and dt) of the forcing are set to
5 km and 20 min, respectively, on the basis of the
mesoscale simulation by Song et al. [2003]. The magni-
tude of the diabatic forcing is determined by the maximum
convective heating rate and adjusted by multiplying a
Figure 1. (a) Two-dimensional AIRS visibility with respect to the cross-track wavelength (lY) and the
vertical wavelength (lZ) after applying the 7 point window (see section 2.1), (b) AIRS cross-track visi-
bility, and (c) AIRS vertical visibility. Contours in Figure 1a and response values in Figures 1b and 1c
represent temperature amplitudes (K) responding to a GW packet with an amplitude of 1 K.
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appropriate conversion factor, which is the same as in the
work of Choi et al. [2009] (i.e., cf = 375). The horizontal
wave number (kh) is analytically calculated as kh c;8ð Þ ¼
2p= dh
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
pð Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ c cqh 8ð Þ
 2
=c20
q
, where c0 = dh/dt and
cqh is the moving speed of the convective source, which was
updated recently by the basic state wind averaged below
700 hPa [Choi and Chun, 2011]. For a given forcing scales
(i.e., dh = 5 km and dt = 20 min) and the phase speed range
of 100 to 100 m s1 at intervals of 2 m s1, the spectral
peak of the GW momentum flux near cloud top occurs at
horizontal wavelength lh  10 km. However, the GW
spectrum underestimates momentum flux in the AIRS-
visible spectral portion (40 km < lY < 500 km), which is
addressed by including an additional cloud top GW
momentum flux spectrum with longer horizontal wavelength
components (see Figure 5). Details on the GW spectrum and
parameters can be found in the work of Song and Chun
[2005], Song et al. [2007], and Choi and Chun [2011].
[14] After the GW momentum flux and properties at cloud
top are specified, second a trajectory of each GW packet is
calculated by using a three-dimensional ray-tracing model
[Lighthill, 1978]. The parameterization considers both the
horizontal and vertical propagations of GW. For this reason,
the waves can propagate beyond the grid box where they are
originally launched. Finally, the deposition of GW momen-
tum forcing into the ambient flow through critical level
filtering, wave breaking, and wave diffusion processes is
calculated on the basis of a Lindzen-type saturation method
[Lindzen, 1981]. The calculation procedures for the param-
eterization are identical to those used in the work of Choi
et al. [2009], except that the cloud top GW spectrum is
recalculated on the basis of an update of cqh in the work of
Choi and Chun [2011].
[15] The convective heating for the offline calculation is
obtained from the 6 hourly DCH of the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Department of Energy
(DOE) reanalysis data 2 on T62 (192  94) quadratic
Gaussian grids and 28 sigma levels ranging between 1000
and 2.5 hPa [Kanamitsu et al., 2002]. Convective properties
such as the cloud top and bottom are also estimated from the
vertical profile of the DCH. As for the background atmo-
sphere, the 6 hourly wind and temperature of the European
Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
ERA-Interim reanalysis on 1.5  1.5 grids and 37 pressure
levels ranging from 1000 to 1 hPa are used [Simmons et al.,
2006]. A total of 101 GW packets in the phase speed range
of 100 to 100 m s1 with an interval of 2 m s1 are
launched in each azimuthal direction every 6 h at the cloud
top.
[16] The GWTVs from the parameterization are calculated
at z = 2.5 hPa (unfiltered GWTV), after which AIRS-filtered
GWTVs to be compared directly with the AIRS measure-
ments are calculated by applying the 2-D AIRS visibility
function of Figure 1a to the unfiltered GWTVs. To apply the
AIRS visibility function to GW packets as in the work of
McLandress et al. [2000] and Jiang et al. [2004a] for the
MLS observations, we compute the cross-track (kY) and
vertical (kZ) wave numbers for each GW packet with wave
numbers (k, l, m) in the usual x-y-z coordinate system as
follows:
kY ¼ Kh sin 8 aTð Þ ¼ k sinaT þ l cosaT ;
kZ ¼ m; ð1Þ
where aT is the track angle measured counterclockwise from
the east to the axis along the satellite’s moving direction
(Figure 2). The parameterized AIRS-filtered GWTVs are
averaged for ascending and descending orbits because there
are no significant differences between the two. The GWTVs
from the CGWD parameterization are primarily compared
with the AIRS GWTVs averaged across entire view angles.
In addition, the eastward and westward GWTVs calculated
from the parameterization are separately compared with the
AIRS GWTVs observed at the west and east views,
respectively. Note again that in the west (east) FOV of
AIRS, eastward (westward) propagating GWs are favorably
detected.
3. Results
3.1. Comparison Between CGWD Parameterization
Calculations and AIRS Observations
[17] Figure 3 shows the AIRS GWTVs, as well as the
unfiltered and AIRS-filtered GWTVs calculated from the
parameterization (without the additional GW spectrum) at
z = 2.5 hPa for January and July 2005, together with the
maximum NCEP DCH in the troposphere as an indicator
for deep convections. Although AIRS samples each 2 
2 latitude-longitude grid box, the AIRS GWTVs in this
study are regridded onto 10  5 boxes for better visuali-
zation, as are the GWTVs from the parameterization. The
GWTV map is displayed only for the tropics and subtropics
where convective sources are strong, because we are inter-
ested in the convectively induced GWs. The NCEP DCH
shows deep convections in the tropical and summer sub-
tropical regions. The AIRS GWTVs in the summer sub-
tropics in both January and July correlate well with the
strong NCEP DCH in the same regions, indicating that the
Figure 2. Track angles (aT) as a function of latitude for
ascending (solid line) and descending (dashed line) orbits.
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observed GW activities are induced by convective GWs.
However, GWTVs are nearly absent in the equatorial
regions (10S–10N) despite strong tropical convections.
The reason is revealed by the following parameterization
results. The unfiltered GWTVs from the parameterization
exhibit peaks above strong convective clouds in equatorial
regions (10S–10N) with a magnitude of 3 K2 or more.
They differ considerably from AIRS GWTVs that peak in
the summer subtropics (10S–30S in January; 15N–35N
in July). The amplitude of the parameterized GWTV is about
30 times larger than that of the AIRS GWTV. However, the
amplitude of unfiltered GWTVs in the equatorial regions is
substantially attenuated by applying the AIRS visibility
function, and the spatial distribution of AIRS-filtered
GWTVs correlates well with that of AIRS GWTVs with
peaks in the summer subtropics for both January and July
2005.
[18] To understand the differences between the unfiltered
and AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterization, in
Figure 4 we display their spectral distributions in the
summer subtropics (at 20S) and tropics (at the equator) at
z = 2.5 hPa for January 2005, along with the 2-D AIRS
visibility. As in Figure 3, the unfiltered GWTVs from the
parameterization are stronger at the equator than in the
summer subtropics. This is because convective sources are
stronger at the equator and the parameterized GWTVs at the
source level are larger at the equator than in the subtropics.
However, most GWTVs at the equator are within the spec-
tral ranges of short horizontal and vertical wavelengths
where AIRS GW visibilities are weak; thus, they are mostly
Figure 3. AIRS GWTVs, as well as unfiltered GWTVs and AIRS-filtered GWTVs without and with the
correction by adding the background variance (0.05 K2) from the parameterization at z = 2.5 hPa for
(a) January and (b) July 2005. White lines denote the contours of the maximum NCEP DCH with 5, 8, and
10 K d1 in the troposphere. The AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterization without and with the
correction by the background variance are multiplied by factors of 8 and 4, respectively.
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filtered out when the AIRS GW visibility function is
applied. The GWTVs in the spectral ranges with large AIRS
GW visibilities (i.e., with long vertical wavelengths) are
stronger in the summer subtropics than in the tropical
regions; thus, the AIRS-filtered GWTVs are more noticeable
in the summer subtropics than at the equator. The contrast
between the tropics and subtropics is likely due to the dif-
ference in the upper stratospheric winds. Although the hor-
izontal and vertical scales of GWs at the source level are not
significantly different between the two regions except for the
larger GW magnitude in the tropics, upper stratospheric
winds are stronger in the subtropics than in the tropics, and
GWs are expected to be refracted more toward longer ver-
tical wavelengths in the upper stratospheric subtropics.
Therefore, GWs in the summer subtropics of the upper
stratosphere are more visible to AIRS than are those in the
tropics. This is the main reason that AIRS GWTVs are
dominant in the summer subtropics at z = 2.5 hPa despite the
stronger convective GW sources in the tropics. The lack of
stratospheric tropical (10S–10N) GWs in the observations
is discussed further in section 3.2.
[19] Although the spatial distribution of AIRS GWTVs
can be reproduced by the parameterization, the magnitude of
the AIRS-filtered GWTVs is still much too small compared
to the observations (8 times smaller, as shown in Figure 3;
note that the AIRS-filtered GWTVs are multiplied by a
scaling factor of 8). This is likely because the AIRS mea-
surements include other signals besides the convective GWs.
The AIRS measurements show a uniform background-like
variance with a magnitude of 0.05 K2, which is not closely
correlated with deep convections, even in the winter sub-
tropical continents. The background-like variance was not
found in the tropics and subtropics of the UARS MLS
observations [Jiang et al., 2004b; Choi et al., 2009].
Therefore, we assume that this variance is due to signals
other than convective GWs. Gong et al. [2011] provided a
Figure 4. Unfiltered and AIRS-filtered summer subtropical (at 20S) and tropical (at equator) GWTVs at
z = 2.5 hPa from the parameterization for January 2005 (shading) and the 2-D AIRS visibility (white lines)
as a function of the cross-track and vertical wavelengths. The unfiltered and AIRS-filtered GWTVs are
multiplied by factors of 103 and 104, respectively.
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careful evaluation of noise of the AIRS observations and, on
the basis of Gong et al., the background variance is unlikely
to be a pure noise. The possible sources of the background
variance include some low-frequency inertial GWs with
long horizontal and short vertical wavelengths, which were
shown to contribute significantly to the AIRS variances
[Gong et al., 2011, section 4.3]. Because the convective
GWs parameterized in the present study are the sub-grid-
scale internal GWs, addition of the background variance that
largely represents inertial GWs is required in order for direct
comparison with the AIRS observations. On the basis of
this, the AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterization
are corrected by adding the background variance (0.05 K2),
and then displayed in Figure 3. The corrected AIRS-filtered
GWTVs correlate better with the AIRS GWTVs. However,
the magnitude is still about four times smaller than the AIRS
measurements. This indicates that the parameterization
probably underestimates the momentum flux of convective
GWs in the spectral portions visible to AIRS (40 km <
lY < 500 km and lZ > 12 km).
[20] To check this possibility, we compare the spectral
distribution of the GW momentum flux from the parame-
terization with distributions from the mesoscale simulations
carried out for two tropical storm cases in the work of Choi
and Chun [2011]. One is the Tropical Ocean Global Atmo-
sphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment
(TOGA COARE) case reported by Trier et al. [1996]; the
other is the Indonesia case reported by Dhaka et al. [2005].
Figure 5 shows the spectral distributions of the GW momen-
tum flux near the source level (at z = 80 hPa) with respect to
the horizontal wavelength (lh) from the offline calculation of
the parameterization for January 2005 and from the mesoscale
simulations for the TOGA COARE and Indonesia cases. The
spectral peak of the GW momentum flux from the parame-
terization occurs near lh = 10 km, which roughly matches the
lh values for the primary peaks of GW spectra from the
mesoscale simulations. However, it is found that the param-
eterization severely underestimates the GW momentum flux
at lh >40 km, which is a range in which GWs are visible to
AIRS. Because critical level filtering of GWs by the back-
ground atmosphere from the cloud top to 80 hPa is not sig-
nificant, the differences between the parameterization and
mesoscale simulation results are unlikely owing to the dif-
ferent GW filtering between the parameterization and meso-
scale simulations.
[21] To overcome this limitation, a secondary GW spec-
trum (MF2) is included in the parameterization in addition to
the original primary GW spectrum (MF1). The MF2 is cal-
culated using the same formulas for the GW spectrum and
convective source spectrum as those for the MF1, except for
the larger spatial and temporal scales of the diabatic forcing
(dh = 25 km and dt = 60 min for MF2, dh = 5 km and dt =
20 min for MF1) and hence the strong GW momentum flux
at lh > 40 km with a spectral peak at a longer horizontal
wavelength (50 km) than the primary spectral peak
(10 km). The phase-speed range and the wave propagation
directions are also the same as those for the MF1; thus, the
number of launched rays is also the same. The magnitude of
the convective source, which determines the magnitude of
the GW momentum flux, is assumed to be 15 times smaller
than that for the primary GW spectrum on the basis of the
simulation results (see Choi and Chun [2011, equations (1)
and (2)] for the GW spectrum and convective source spec-
trum). The GW momentum flux spectrum from the param-
eterization with both MF1 and MF2 is displayed in Figure 5.
When both MF1 and MF2 are considered, the GW spectrum
from the parameterization is more closely correlated with the
GW spectra from the mesoscale simulations.
[22] Subsequently, the GWTVs are recalculated from the
parameterization with both the primary and secondary GW
spectra. Figure 6 shows the AIRS GWTVs and AIRS-
filtered GWTVs from the parameterizations with only the
primary GW spectrum (MF1) and with both the primary and
secondary GW spectra (MF1+MF2) at z = 2.5 hPa for Jan-
uary and July 2005. The GWTVs from the parameterization
are corrected by adding the background variance (0.05 K2)
shown in the AIRS measurements. The spatial distributions
of AIRS-filtered GWTVs from both parameterizations with
MF1 and MF1+MF2 agree well with those of AIRS GWTVs
with peaks in the summer subtropics. However, the magni-
tude of the GWTVs by MF1 alone is about four times
smaller than that of AIRS. The magnitude increases by
including the MF2 in addition to the MF1. Furthermore,
both the magnitude and spatial distribution of the AIRS-fil-
tered GWTVs from the parameterization with MF1+MF2
are in good agreement with the AIRS observations. Besides,
the parameterization with MF1+MF2 simulates the reason-
able vertical wave number (m) spectrum of GW energy, of
which a shape well matches with that of GW spectrum
found from GW measurements (i.e., ∝ m3 at large m)
[see Fritts and Chou, 1987] and so does the parameteri-
zation with MF1 only (Figure 7).
Figure 5. GW momentum flux at z = 80 hPa as a function
of horizontal wavelength from the parameterization with
both primary and secondary GW spectra (MF1+MF2, black
solid line) and with the primary GW spectrum (MF1, black
dashed line) for January 2005 and from the mesoscale simu-
lations for the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled
Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA., gray
solid line) and Indonesia (INDO., gray dashed line) cases
performed in the work of Choi and Chun [2011]. The
momentum flux for each spectrum is normalized by its max-
imum magnitude.
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[23] Although the parameterization with the primary
spectrum (MF1) could represent the GW variances observed
by UARS MLS reasonably well in the work of Choi et al.
[2009], the addition of the secondary spectrum is likely
better for representing GWs observed in such sublimb
sounders as well.
[24] The parameterization results (MF1+MF2) in Figure 6
show some disagreements with the AIRS observations in
several regions. In the winter subtropics of 25N–35N for
January and 25S–35S for July, the GWTVs from the
parameterization are much smaller than the observed
GWTVs. The GWs in these regions are likely to be gener-
ated by other sources such as jet front systems, frontogenesis
[Richter et al., 2010], and topography [Jiang et al., 2004a,
2004b] in addition to convective sources. A similar dis-
agreement found in the northern summer subtropics can be
explained by the same reason. Jiang et al. [2004b] showed
that stratospheric (at 5 hPa) mountain waves can be found
over northeast Africa, the Middle East, northern India, and
Mexico even during northern summers, although deep con-
vection is the major source of the strong stratospheric GWs
in the northern summer subtropics. This indicates that the
AIRS measurements in the present northern summer sub-
tropics might include mountain GWs as well as convective
GWs. In the southern summer subtropics, the topography-
Figure 7. GW energy as a function of vertical wave num-
ber in the summer subtropics (20S) at z = 80 hPa from the
parameterizations with MF1 only (black dashed line) and
with both MF1 and MF2 (black solid line) for January
2005. The thick gray line represents the slope of m3.
Figure 6. AIRS GWTVs and AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterizations with the primary GW
spectrum (MF1) and with both primary and secondary GW spectra (MF1+MF2) corrected by adding
the background variance (0.05 K2) at z = 2.5 hPa for (a) January and (b) July 2005. White lines denote
the contours of the maximum NCEP DCH with 5, 8, and 10 K d1 in the troposphere.
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related GW activities in the stratosphere are unlikely to be
significant [see Jiang et al., 2004b, Figure 9], and the match
between the parameterized convective GWTVs and obser-
vations is better in the southern summer subtropics than in
the northern summer subtropics. The disagreement between
the parameterization and the AIRS observations may be also
due to some assumptions used in the current CGWD
parameterization, such as the neglect of horizontal refrac-
tion, time invariant ground-based frequency, and 1 day
lifetime of rays.
[25] AIRS favorably detects the eastward (westward) GWs
in the west (east) FOVs of AIRS. Thus, the preferred zonal
GW propagation direction can be inferred by the difference
between the GWTVs of the west and east views [Gong et al.,
2011]. In this study, eastward and westward components of
the AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterization are
also computed at z = 2.5 hPa for January and July 2005 and
compared with the AIRS GWTVs at the west (averaged for
48.95 and 0) and east (averaged for 0 and 48.95)
views, respectively (Figure 8). The GWTVs from the
parameterization are calculated using both MF1 and MF2
and corrected by adding the background variance of the
AIRS GWTVs. The distributions of the AIRS GWTVs at the
west and east views (not shown) are similar with peaks in
the summer subtropics, although the magnitude is larger
for the west-view observations (see Westview-Eastview of
Figure 8. AIRS GWTVs from a west view, the differences between the GWTVs at west and east views
(Westview-Eastview), the AIRS-filtered eastward GWTVs from the parameterization with both MF1 and
MF2 corrected by adding the background variance, and the differences between the AIRS-filtered east-
ward and westward GWTVs (Eastward-Westward) for (a) January and (b) July 2005.
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Figure 8). This indicates that the eastward components of
convective GWs in the summer subtropical upper strato-
sphere are predominantly observed by AIRS, implying that
the convective GWs in this region mostly propagate east-
ward. Consistent with the result in the AIRS observations,
the parameterization calculation shows that the AIRS-fil-
tered eastward GWTVs are larger than the westward
GWTVs (see eastward-westward). However, the difference
between the eastward and westward GWTVs from the
parameterization is larger than that between the west view
and east view observations. This is mainly because the
west view (east view) observations are not perfect obser-
vations of the eastward (westward) propagating GWs with
the perfect filter of westward (eastward) propagating GWs.
For this reason, the GWTVs observed in the AIRS west
view (east view) cannot be compared directly with the
eastward (westward) GWTVs from the parameterization in
terms of the magnitude. Only the prevailing zonal GW
propagation direction can be inferred.
[26] To understand the difference between the eastward
and westward GWTVs, we examine the spectral distribu-
tions of both components from the parameterization.
Figure 9 shows the unfiltered and AIRS-filtered eastward
and westward GWTVs at z = 2.5 hPa from the parameteri-
zation in the summer subtropics (at 20S) where the GWTV
peaks occur, and the 2-D AIRS visibility with respect to the
cross-track and vertical wavelengths for January 2005. The
spectra reveal very different distributions with few over-
lapped components between the two propagations. For the
unfiltered GWTVs, the eastward GWTVs are generally
stronger than the westward GWTVs. This is because some
westward propagating GWs are filtered out by easterly
winds in the summer subtropical stratosphere. There are no
significant differences between the two components at the
Figure 9. Unfiltered and AIRS-filtered summer subtropical (at 20S) eastward and westward GWTVs at
z = 2.5 hPa from the parameterization (shading) and the 2-D AIRS visibility (white lines) as a function of
the cross-track and vertical wavelengths for January 2005. The unfiltered and AIRS-filtered GWTVs are
multiplied by factors of 103 and 104, respectively.
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source level (not shown). The unfiltered eastward GWTVs are
much stronger than the westward GWTVs, especially for long
vertical wavelength components that are well visible to AIRS.
This is because GWs propagating in the direction opposite to
the subtropical easterly winds (i.e., eastward propagating
GWs) are refracted to longer vertical wavelengths according
to the dispersion relationship, lz ∝ jc  Uj/N, where c is the
phase speed, U is the basic state wind, and N is the basic state
Brunt-Väisälä frequency. However, westward propagating
GWs are Doppler shifted toward shorter vertical wavelengths
and become almost invisible to AIRS. Consequently, the
eastward propagating GWs are preferentially observed by
AIRS because of the critical level filtering of the westward
propagating GWs and the refraction of the eastward propa-
gating GWs to longer vertical wavelengths.
3.2. Sensitivity to the Wave Propagation Direction
[27] Although the CGWD parameterization can reproduce
the observed AIRS GWTVs with multiple wave propagation
directions, it is meaningful to check whether the parameter-
ization can also reproduce the observed GWs by considering
only the minimum number of wave propagation directions,
Figure 10. (a) AIRS GWTVs, (b) AIRS-filtered GWTVs, and (c) unfiltered zonal GWTVs from the
parameterizations that consider (1) multiple wave propagation directions and two wave propagation direc-
tions of (2) 45 and 135 and (3) 0 and 90 at z = 2.5 hPa for January 2005. White lines denote contours
of the maximum NCEP DCH with 5, 8, and 10 K d1 in the troposphere. The AIRS-filtered GWTVs are
calculated from the parameterization with both MF1 and MF2 and are corrected by adding the background
variance of AIRS GWTVs. The AIRS-filtered and unfiltered GWTVs from the parameterizations with (2)
and (3) are multiplied by a factor of 6 to assure a reasonable comparison with those obtained from the
parameterization that considers multiple directions.
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an assumption generally adopted in the CGWD parameteri-
zation for computational efficiency. In this section, we
investigate the sensitivity of the realism of the parameteri-
zation results to the choice of wave propagation direction.
[28] Figure 10 displays the AIRS GWTVs, and AIRS-fil-
tered GWTVs and unfiltered zonal GWTVs from the
parameterization with three different choices of wave prop-
agation direction (8 = (1) 15n, n = 0, 1,…, 11, (2) 45 and
135, and (3) 0 and 90) at z = 2.5 hPa for January 2005.
The maximum NCEP DCHs for January and July 2005 are
overplotted in Figure 10. The wave propagation directions of
45 (northeast-southwest) and 135 (northwest-southeast)
were selected as the best directional pair for computational
efficiency in the work of Choi and Chun [2011], and the
directions of 0 (east-west) and 90 (north-south) were used
in the original parameterization [Song and Chun, 2008]. The
AIRS-filtered GWTVs are calculated from the parameteri-
zation with both MF1 and MF2 and corrected by adding the
background variance of AIRS GWTVs. The AIRS-filtered
GWTVs from the parameterizations with (2) and (3) are
multiplied by a factor of 6 to assure a reasonable comparison
with that obtained from the parameterization that considers
multiple directions. Comparisons among the results from the
parameterizations with the three different choices and the
AIRS measurements reveal that the AIRS-filtered GWTVs
from the parameterization with the two directions of (2) or
(3) agree well not only with those from the parameterization
using multiple directions, but also with the AIRS GWTVs.
This indicates that the parameterization can reproduce the
AIRS GWTVs realistically with only the minimum number
of wave propagation directions. When the directional pair
of (2) is considered, GWs in both directions of 45 and
135 contribute to the AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the
parameterization. However, when the directional pair of (3)
is considered, only the GWs in the direction of 0 contrib-
ute to the AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterization.
[29] The sensitivity of the AIRS-filtered GWTV to the
wave propagation direction is largely due to that of the AIRS
visibility to the wave propagation direction. Figure 11 shows
the AIRS visibility for a monochromatic GW packet with a
horizontal wavelength of 110 km, near which the maximum
AIRS cross-track visibility occurs, and a vertical wavelength
of 30 km plotted on a two-dimensional grid of latitude and
wave propagation direction for ascending and descending
orbits, respectively. The intrinsic phase speed of the GW
packet shown in Figure 11 is about 100 m s1, and it is not
unrealistic for the convective gravity waves [see Alexander
et al., 2010, Figure 8]. Although the cloud top momentum
flux of GWs with phase speeds larger than about 60 m s1
are not significant in their magnitudes [see Song et al., 2007,
Figure 1], those GWs are very important because they are
the ones to propagate into the upper mesosphere without the
critical level filtering and to deposit large amount of
momentum there when they are dissipated. The visibility
with respect to wave propagation direction shows that the
AIRS visibility is strong near the wave propagation direc-
tions parallel to the cross-track directions (i.e., aT  90).
This indicates that the GW components lying along the
cross-track direction are favored by AIRS. The AIRS visi-
bility is strong for the GWs propagating near the zonal
direction (8 = 0 and 180) because the orbital tracks of the
AIRS observations are primarily in the meridional direction.
The AIRS visibility decreases as the wave propagation
direction rotates away from the zonal direction, and the
minimum AIRS visibility occurs near the meridional
direction (8 = 90 and 270). Therefore, only GWs in the
direction of 0 with strong AIRS visibility contribute to the
AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the parameterization with the
Figure 11. AIRS visibility for a monochromatic GW packet with a horizontal wavelength of 110 km and
a vertical wavelength of 30 km as a function of latitude and wave propagation direction for (a) ascending
and (b) descending orbits, respectively. Angles (aT  90) for the two propagation directions cross the
track angle (aT) are overplotted with black dashed lines.
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wave propagation directions of 0 and 90. Note that the 8 in
this study, except in Figure 11, includes both 8 and 8 +180.
[30] Although the AIRS GWTVs are reproduced by both
parameterizations with the two wave propagation directions
of (2) 45 and 135, and (3) 0 and 90, the unfiltered
GWTVs from multiple directions of the full spectral range
without observational filtering are reproduced only when the
directional pair of 45 and 135 is chosen (see Figure 10c for
the unfiltered zonal GWTV). The parameterization with 8 =
0 and 90 underestimates the unfiltered zonal GWTVs
compared to those from multiple wave propagation direc-
tions. The meridional GWTVs as well as the zonal GWTVs
are underestimated; this implies that both zonal and meridi-
onal GW components integrated over a full spectral range
may be underestimated in the parameterization when the
directional pair of 0 and 90 is chosen. This result is con-
sistent with that in the work of Choi and Chun [2011].
Consequently, it is found that the parameterization with the
wave propagation directions of 45 and 135 can reproduce
not only AIRS-observable GWs but also GWs from multiple
directions of the full spectral range. However, the parame-
terization with the directions of 0 and 90 can reproduce
GWs of the AIRS-visible spectral portion but cannot repro-
duce GWs from multiple directions of the full spectral
portion.
4. Summary and Discussion
[31] In this study, the realism of the ray-based CGWD
parameterization is tested through comparisons with the
AIRS observations of GW activity in the upper stratosphere.
The AIRS observations detect GWs with a relatively high
frequency and short horizontal wavelength. Thus, they are
appropriate for the validation of convective GWs parame-
terized with short horizontal wavelengths.
[32] To validate the parameterization, AIRS GWTVs at
z = 2.5 hPa with clearly observable GW signals associated
with deep convections for January and July 2005 are used.
The mean values of AIRS GWTVs from the ascending and
descending orbits averaged for view angles of  48.95 are
used, and the AIRS observations at the west and east FOVs
are also separately compared with the eastward and west-
ward GW components, respectively, from the parameteri-
zation. In the west (east) FOV of AIRS, the eastward
(westward) GWs are detected favorably.
[33] The CGWD parameterization uses the moving speed
of the convective source updated in the work of Choi and
Chun [2011] and considers multiple wave propagation
directions (8 = 15n, n = 0, 1,…, 11) for more realistic GW
effects. Offline calculation of the ray-based CGWD param-
eterization is carried out with the ECMWF ERA-Interim
reanalysis data for the background atmosphere and the
NCEP DOE reanalysis 2 data for the DCH as the convective
source for January and July 2005. The GWTVs from the
parameterization are calculated at z = 2.5 hPa (unfiltered
GWTVs), and the unfiltered GWTVs are filtered by the 2-D
AIRS visibility function (AIRS-filtered GWTVs) for a direct
comparison with the AIRS observations. The AIRS-filtered
GWTVs from the parameterization are corrected by the
background-like variance (0.05 K2) included in the AIRS
GWTVs, which is likely to be associated with inertial GWs
rather than convective GWs. The parameterization results
are compared with the AIRS observations only in the tropics
and subtropics where the deep convection is the major
source of GWs.
[34] The comparison between the parameterization results
and AIRS observations can be summarized as follows: (1)
the unfiltered GWTVs from the parameterization are much
larger than the AIRS GWTVs and their peaks occur in the
tropics, collocating with strong convective activities; (2) the
magnitude of the unfiltered GWTVs is significantly reduced
by applying the AIRS visibility function, and the spatial
distribution of the AIRS-filtered GWTVs agrees well with
that of AIRS GWTVs with peaks in the summer subtropics;
and (3) the magnitude of the AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the
parameterization is smaller than that of the AIRS GWTVs
because the GW momentum flux in the AIRS-visible spec-
tral portion (40 km < lY < 500 km and lZ > 12 km) is
underestimated in the parameterization. When an additional
GW momentum flux spectrum (MF2) with longer horizontal
and vertical wavelengths is included in the parameterization,
both the magnitude and spatial distribution of the AIRS-
filtered GWTVs from the parameterization are in good
agreement with those of the AIRS GWTVs.
[35] The eastward and westward AIRS-filtered GWTVs
from the parameterization are separately compared with the
AIRS GWTVs at the west and east FOVs, respectively. In
the parameterization calculation, the AIRS-filtered eastward
GWTVs are larger than the westward GWTVs, which is
consistent with the stronger GW activities at west-viewing
AIRS observations. The stronger eastward GW activities in
both the parameterization results and AIRS observations are
due to the filtering out of some westward propagating GWs
by easterly winds in the summer subtropical upper strato-
sphere. Another reason is that GWs propagating in the
direction opposite to the winds (i.e., eastward propagating
GWs) are Doppler shifted toward longer vertical wave-
lengths and become more visible to AIRS.
[36] The sensitivity of the AIRS-filtered GWTVs from the
parameterization to the wave propagation direction is
investigated. Three different choices of wave propagation
direction are considered ((1) multiple directions, (2) 45
(northeast-southwest) and 135 (northeast-southwest), and
(3) 0 (east-west) and 90 (north-south)). The directional
pairs of (2) and (3) are those chosen in previous studies (see
Choi and Chun [2011] and Song and Chun [2008], respec-
tively). Given that the minimum number of wave propaga-
tion directions is chosen in the parameterization for
computational efficiency, it is important to verify whether
the parameterization with (2) or (3) can reproduce the
observed GW activities. The results of the sensitivity test
show that the parameterization with (2) or (3) can reproduce
the AIRS observable GWs. However, the unfiltered GWTVs
from multiple directions integrated over a full spectral por-
tion are reproduced only by the parameterization with (2).
The parameterization with (3) substantially underestimates
the unfiltered GWTVs. This is consistent with the result of
Choi and Chun [2011], which showed that 45 and 135 is
the best directional pair when two wave propagation direc-
tions are required in the parameterization for computational
efficiency.
[37] In the present study, the realism of the CGWD
parameterization is validated against the AIRS GW obser-
vations, and the parameterization is improved on the basis of
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the observations. The AIRS measurements observe GWs in
a tail portion of the convective GW spectrum and provide
information for constraining GWs of the spectral portion in
the parameterization. In order to reproduce the AIRS GW
observations, a secondary GW spectrum that corresponds to
the long horizontal wavelength tail of the spectrum from the
mesoscale simulation results by Choi and Chun [2011] is
added to the parameterization. The improved parameteriza-
tion represents the GW variance observed by AIRS reason-
ably well.
[38] However, the comparisons between the parameteri-
zation calculations and the AIRS observations are limited
only in the portion of the GW spectrum visible to AIRS;
thus, realism of the parameterized convective GWs with a
smaller scale invisible to AIRS is required to test against
other observations with higher resolution. Although GW
parameterizations are constrained by the multiple satellite
measurements, there still exists a gap in the GW spectrum
not covered by the existing satellite instruments. The gap
would be able to be partially covered by other measurements
such as superpressure balloons [Alexander et al., 2010].
However, new instruments with better resolution are still
required to fully constrain the parameterized GW spectrum.
In particular, our unfiltered parameterization result shows
strong activities of the convective GWs with small hori-
zontal and vertical scales in the tropical regions (10S–
10N), but the tropical GWs are rarely observed by AIRS
owing to its coarse vertical resolution. The lack of strato-
spheric tropical GWs is also found from some sublimb
sounder measurements (e.g., Jiang et al. [2004b] and Choi
et al. [2009] from UARS MLS; Wu and Eckermann
[2008] from Aura MLS). Choi et al. [2009] applied the
observational filter of UARS MLS to parameterized GWs
and found that the lack of tropical GWs is mainly due to that
the tropical GWs with smaller vertical scales than the sub-
tropical GWs are invisible to the instrument. Contrary,
noticeable GW variances (or amplitude) are found in the
tropics as well as in the subtropics from some IR limb
sounder observations with higher vertical resolution than
the sublimb and nadir sounders (e.g., Ern et al. [2004,
Figure 3b] for CRISTA; Preusse et al. [2009, Figure 5] for
SABER; and Wang and Alexander [2010, Figure 3] for
GPS) except for HIRDLS [Yan et al., 2010, Figure 5;Wright
and Gille, 2011]. The HIRDLS observations show relatively
weak equatorial GW activities in spite of the highest vertical
resolution (1 km) compared with the aforementioned limb
sounders. This implies that the observational filter largely
depends on the geometry of satellite motion (e.g., track
angle) as well as the resolution of the instrument.
[39] The parameterization results in this study show some
disagreements with the AIRS observations in several regions
of the winter subtropical and northern summer subtropical
stratospheres as well. This is likely related, in part, to the
GWs generated by sources other than convection, which the
particular convective GW parameterization cannot represent.
It may also be due to some assumptions considered in the
current parameterization, such as ignoring horizontal
refraction, the lack of ground-based frequency modulation,
and relatively short lifetime of the rays. A number of pre-
vious studies showed that the horizontal refraction and
frequency modulation along ray trajectories can modify the
GW momentum flux significantly [e.g., Chen et al., 2005;
Durran, 2009]. The lifetime of rays is imposed in the
parameterization purely for practical purposes to handle the
number of rays, which become far too numerous without
any limitation (i.e., generally more than several millions at
each time globally). Even in the present offline calculation,
the lifetime limit is still required technically, mainly due to
handling the dimensions. Although determination of the
lifetime of rays is not straightforward, more than 1 day may
be recommended, considering that convective GWs gener-
ated from the tropics and subtropics propagate into the
midlatitudes and even polar regions of the middle atmo-
sphere [Ern et al., 2011]. Impacts of relaxing the three
assumptions of the parameterization on performance, and
the realism of the parameterized GWTV compared with
satellite observations, remain to be examined in future
research.
[40] Another feasible way to improve the current convec-
tive GW parameterization is to provide a better reality on the
diabatic forcing. In the current parameterization, we use an
identical spatial/temporal structure of diabatic forcing in
both tropics and subtropics, although with different diabatic
heating rate at each model grid, and thus similar scales of
GWs are launched in the tropics and subtropics. This
assumption need to be relaxed, possibly with an information
on the characteristics of convective storms in the tropics and
subtropics from the satellite observations. From the model-
ing point of view, any information on the spatial/temporal
size of diabatic forcing is not given from the current cumulus
parameterization schemes. Perhaps, mesoscale simulation
results of the convective storms in GCMs from the super-
parameterization [e.g., Khairoutdinov and Randall, 2001]
may be utilized to determine the spatial/temporal structure of
diabatic forcing in the tropics and subtropics. Note that the
cloud top momentum flux spectra in the tropics and sub-
tropics are different from each other, regardless of the
identical diabatic forcing structure, owing to the wave-
filtering-and-resonance factor that is another factor to
determine the cloud top momentum flux spectrum besides
diabatic forcing.
[41] Finally, it is noteworthy that the ray-based parame-
terization used here is much more realistic than commonly
used columnar parameterizations that consider only vertical
propagation. The previous studies by Song and Chun [2008]
and Choi et al. [2009] showed that the differences between
the ray-based and columnar CGWD parameterizations are
significant, especially in the stratospheric equatorial regions.
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